i 16 Wesley C. Salmon air (such as helium-filled balloons) tend to move in the opposite direction, suggests that the behaviour of a helium-filled balloon has a reasonable chance of falsifying the hypothesis about the behaviour of all material objects in the air-filled cabin of the accelerating airplane, if it is indeed false. Third, we sometimes find ourselves in situations in which some practical action is required, and the choice of an optimal decision depends upon predicting future occurrences. Although wagering is by no means the only such type of practical decision-making, it is a clear and comprehensible example. We all agree, I take it, that scientific theories often provide sound bases for practical prediction.
A central feature of Sir Karl Popper's philosophy is his thesis concerning the status of induction. Indeed, he begins his book, Objective Knowledge, with the statement: I think that I have solved a major philosophical problem: the problem of induction. ... This solution has been extremely fruitful, and it has enabled me to solve a good number of other philosophical problems (Popper [1972] , p. i).
His solution, as is well known, involves a complete rejection of induction. This claim has been advanced in many of his writings spanning several decades, and it is reiterated in his Autobiography and in his 'Replies to My Critics' in The Philosophy of Karl Popper (Schlipp [I9741).
For some time it has seemed to me that the crucial test of an antiinductivist philosophy of science would be its capacity to deal with the predictive aspects of scientific knowledge. In a paper ) presented at the 1965 International Colloquium on Philosophy of Science at Bedford College, London, I attempted to offer a severe challenge to Popper's views concerning induction by posing what I took to be a serious dilemma: on Popper's account, science either embodies essential inductive aspects or else science is lacking in predictive content.1 In the published proceedings of the Bedford College Colloquium (Lakatos [1968] ), J. W. N. Watkins contributed an answer to my critique. He denied that scientific reasoning is inductively infected, and he argued that it can, nevertheless, provide a basis for rational prediction. In the replies to his critics (Schilpp [1974] that there are two types of preference, 'the theoretician's preference', and that of 'the man of practical action'. As I understand Popper's view, the theoretician is interested in formulating bold conjectures which have high content and in subjecting them to severe tests. Insofar as the theoretician is mainly interested in explanations of known phenomena, he may not be much involved in making any sorts of predictions. I suppose we might distinguish the theoretician's explanatory preference from the theoretician's predictive preference, recognising that there is bound to be a close connection between preferences of these two kinds. When the theoretician is actually involved qua theoretician in making predictions, the purpose is to devise (and, perhaps, to instruct the experimentalist on how to conduct) a severe test. The purpose of predictions made in this theoretical context is to gain information which is useful in the evaluation of scientific theories. If the chief value of the scientific theories is explanatory, then it is not at all clear that a primary desideratum of the predictive argument is to arrive at a true prediction. As Popper has emphasised, and as all of us know, a false prediction can be valuable, since the realisation (on the basis of observation) that it is false can be highly informative.
Having noted the distinction between the theoretical preference and the practical preference, let us now focus attention upon the kind of preference which is pertinent to the practical context, with special attention to the kinds of predictions which play a role in practical decision-making. As I have remarked above, Popper claims that for theoretical purposes we prefer theories which are highly corroborated to those which are less well corroborated. I do not think this claim is unproblematic, but I do not propose arguing the matter here. My aim is to emphasise that, even if we are entirely justified in letting such considerations determine our theoretical preferences, it is by no means obvious that we are justified in using them as the basis for our preferences among generalisations which are to be used for prediction in the practical decision-making context. Popper and Watkins have maintained, however, that corroboration should play a crucial role in determining both theoretical preference and practical preference.
Since scientific theories are used for both theoretical and practical purposes-including prediction-and since, according to Popper, theory preference is based upon corroboration, I had mistakenly inferred (prior to 1968) that the appraisal of a theory in terms of corroboration must imply some attempt at an appraisal of the theory with respect to its future performance. If that were Popper's thesis, I had argued, then corroboration must involve some element of induction (or non-demonstrative inference of some sort), for past performance of the theory is taken to constitute a basis for some sort of claim about future performance. However, I have since been informed by Watkins [1968] 
Conjectures, hypotheses, theories, generalisations-call them what you will-do
have predictive content. The problem is that there are many such statements, rich in predictive content, which make incompatible predictive claims when conjoined with true statements about past and present occurrences. The fact that a general statement has predictive content does not mean that what it says is true. In order to make a prediction, one must choose a conjecture which has predictive content to serve as a premise in a predictive argument. In order to make a rational prediction, it seems to me, one must make a rational choice of a premise for such an argument. But from our observational evidence and from the statements about the corroboration of a given conjecture, no predictive appraisal follows. Given two conjectures which, in a particular situation, will lead to incompatible predictions, and given the corroboration ratings of these two hypotheses, nothing follows about their comparative predictive capacities. Thus, it seems to me, corroboration-the ground for 120zo Wesley C. Salmon theoretical preference-furnishes no rational basis for preference of one conjecture to another for purposes of practical prediction. I am not complaining that we are not toldfor sure that one will make a correct prediction and that the other will not. I am complaining that no rational basis whatever has been furnished for a preference of this type.
In his reply to my Bedford College paper, Watkins acknowledges that there is an important distinction between theoretical and practical preferences, and he further acknowledges that the two kinds of appraisal may have quite different bases:
Now our methods of hypothesis-selection in practical life should be well-suited to our practical aims, just as our methods of hypothesis-selection in theoretical science should be well suited to our theoretical aims; and the two kinds of method may very well yield different answers in a particular case (Lakatos [1968] , p. 65).
He goes on to explain quite correctly how utility considerations may bear upon the practical situation. Then he considers the case in which utility does not play a decisive role:
Now suppose that, for a particular agent, the mutually incompatible hypotheses hi and h2 are on a par utility-wise, and that in the situation in which he finds himself, he has got to act since 'inaction' would itself be one mode of action. Then if hi is the only alternative to h2 before him, he has to choose one of them. Then it would be rational for him to choose the better corroborated one, the one which has withstood the more severe criticism, since he has nothing else to go on (ibid., pp. 65-6).
Watkins offers no further argument for supposing that corroboration provides a rational basis for practical preference. Moreover, the hint of an argument which he does supply appeals to a false premise. The agent does have other things 'to go on.' He could decide between the two hypotheses by the flip of a coin. He could count the numbers of characters in each of the two hypotheses in the particular formulation given, and choose the one which has fewer. He could choose the hypothesis which comes first lexicographically in the given formulation. What Watkins is suggesting, it seems to me, is not that the agent has 'nothing else to go on,' but rather, that he has no other rational basis for preference. But such an argument would be patently question-begging.
Even if all other bases for choice were irrational, it would not follow that the one cited by Watkins is ipso facto rational. Indeed, if we take seriously Popper's statement, 'I regarded (and I still regard) the degree of corroboration of a theory merely as a critical report on the quality of past performance: it could not be used to predict future performance' (Schilpp [I974] , p. 82), it is hard to see how corroboration can supply a rational basis for preference of a theory for purposes of practical prediction.
Whether my criticism of Popper's position is correct or incorrect, the issue I am raising has fundamental importance. For if it should turn out that Popper could not provide a tenable account of rational prediction-given his persistent emphasis upon objectivity and rationality-then we could hardly credit his claim to have solved the problem of induction. Moreover, in his replies to his critics, Popper acknowledges the issue. With the comment, 'Our corroboration statements have no predictive import, although they motivate and justify our preference for some theory over another,' (Schilpp [1974] , PP. I029-3o), he endorses the answer Watkins had furnished. Since I am not attempting to deal with the psychological problem of induction, I shall not dispute the claim that corroboration may motivate the preference of one theory to another. What I want to see is how corroboration could justify such a preference. Unless we can find a satisfactory answer to that question, it appears to me that we have no viable theory of rational prediction, and no adequate solution to the problem of induction.
In Objective Knowledge, Popper offers an answer to the basic question which seems closely related to that of Watkins:
. .. a pragmatic belief in the results of science is not irrational, because there is nothing more 'rational' than the method of critical discussion, which is the method of science. And although it would be irrational to accept any of its results as certain, there is nothing 'better' when it comes to practical action: there is no alternative method which might be said to be more rational (p. 27).
This response appears to miss the point. The question is not whether other methods-e.g., astrology or numerology-provide more rational approaches to prediction than does the scientific method. The question is whether the scientific approach provides a more rational basis for prediction, for purposes of practical action, than do these other methods. The position of the Humean skeptic would be, I should think, that none of these methods can be shown either more or less rational than any of the others. But if every method is equally lacking in rational justification, then there is no method which can be said to furnish a rational basis for prediction, for any prediction will be just as unfounded rationally as any other. If the Humean skeptic were right, we could offer the following parallel claim. A pragmatic belief in the predictions found in Chinese fortune cookies is not irrational, for there is nothing more rational....
In his replies to his critics, Popper again addressed the problem, and he came more firmly to grips with it:
But every action presupposes a set of expectations, that is, of theories about the world. Which theory shall the man of action choose? Is there such a thing as a rational choice?
This leads us to the pragmatic problems of induction, which to start with, we might formulate thus: (a) Upon which theory should we rely for practical action, from a rational point of view ?
(b) Which theory should we prefer for practical action, from a rational point of view ?
My answer to (a) is: from a rational point of view, we should not 'rely' on any theory, for no theory has been shown to be true, or can be shown to be true (or 'reliable').
My answer to (b) is: we should prefer the best tested theory as a basis for action. In other words, there is no 'absolute reliance'; but since we have to choose, it will be 'rational' to choose the best tested theory. This will be 'rational' in the most obvious sense of the word known to me: the best tested theory is the one which, in the light of our critical discussion, appears to be the best so far; and I do not know of anything more 'rational' than a well-conducted critical discussion (Schilpp [19741, p. 10o25).
Let us not be seduced by honeyed words. If we wish to claim that a theory 'appears to be the best so far,' we must ask, 'Best for what purposetheoretical explanation or practical prediction ?' Since it is 'the best tested theory' and it has been subjected to 'critical discussion,' then, in the light of the many statements by Popper et al. about the lack of predictive import of corroboration, we must conclude, I believe, that the answer is, 'Best for theoretical explanation.' Perhaps I am being unduly obtuse, but I cannot see that any reason has been provided for supposing that such a theory is best for practical prediction.
I must confess to the feeling that we have been 'given the run-around'. We begin by asking how science can possibly do without induction. We are told that the aim of science is to arrive at the best explanatory theories we can find. When we ask how to tell whether one theory is better than another, we are told that it depends upon their comparative ability to stand up to severe testing and critical discussion. When we ask whether this mode of evaluation does not contain some inductive aspect, we are assured that the evaluation is made wholly in terms of their comparative success up to now; but since this evaluation is made entirely in terms of past performance, it escapes inductive contamination because it lacks predictive import. When we then ask how to select theories for purposes of rational prediction, we are told that we should prefer the theory which is 'best tested' and which 'in the light of our critical discussion, appears to be the best so far', even though we have been explicitly assured that testing and critical discussion have no predictive import. Popper tells us, 'I do not know of anything more "rational" than a well-conducted critical discussion.' I fail to see how it could be rational to judge theories for purposes of prediction in terms of a criterion which is emphatically claimed to be lacking in predictive import. ' Fearing that the point of the preceding argument may have been missed, Popper attempts another formulation:
Let us forget momentarily about what theories we 'use' or 'choose' or 'base our practical actions on', and consider only the resulting proposal or decision (to do X;
The argument advanced in this paragraph bears a strong resemblance, I think, to one developed in Griinbaum [1976] ; see especially p. 246. not to do X; to do nothing; or so on). Such a proposal can, we hope, be rationally criticized; and if we are rational agents we will want it to survive, if possible, the most testing criticism we can muster. But such criticism will freely make use of the best tested scientific theories in our possession. Consequently any proposal that ignores these theories (where they are relevant, I need hardly add) will collapse under criticism. Should any proposal remain, it will be rational to adopt it.
This seems to me all far from tautological. Indeed, it might well be challenged by challenging the italicized sentence in the last paragraph. Why, it might be asked, does rational criticism make use of the best tested although highly unreliable theories? The answer, however, is exactly the same as before. Deciding to criticize a practical proposal from the standpoint of modern medicine (rather than, say, phrenological terms) is itself a kind of 'practical' decision (anyway it may have practical consequences). Thus the rational decision is always: adopt critical methods which have themselves withstood severe criticism (Schilpp [1974] , pp. 1025-6).
I have quoted Popper in extenso to try to be quite sure not to misunderstand his answer. The italicised sentence in the first paragraph raises precisely the question which seems to me crucial. In the second paragraph, Popper admits the legitimacy of the question, and he offers an answer. When he says, 'The answer ... is exactly the same as before ... the rational decision is always: adopt critical methods which have themselves withstood severe criticism,' he seems to be saying that we should adopt his methodological recommendations, because they have 'withstood severe criticism'. But his answer is inappropriate in this context because our aim is precisely to subject his philosophical views, in the best Popperian spirit, to severe criticism.
In I regarded (and I still regard) the degree of corroboration of a theory merely as a critical report on the quality of past performance: it could not be used to predict future performance. .... When faced with the need to act, on one theory or another, the rational choice was to act on that theory-if there was one-which so far had stood up to criticism better than its competitors had: there is no better idea of rationality than that of a readiness to accept criticism. Accordingly, the degree of corroboration of a theory was a rational guide to practice (Schilpp [19741, p. 
82).
A further elaboration of the theme informs us that ... when we think we have found an approximation to the truth in the form of a scientific theory which has stood up to criticism and to tests better than its competitors, we shall, as realists, accept it as a basis for practical action, simply because we have nothing better (or nearer to the truth) (ibid., pp. 120zo-).
Realism is a position to which Popper has adhered since the time of his earliest philosophical activity; near the beginning of his Autobiography he tells us that 'a realist who believes in an "external world" necessarily believes in the existence of a cosmos rather than a chaos; that is, in regularities' (ibid., p. 14). Thus, I am led to conjecture, it may be that Popper's adherence to the thesis that corroboration can provide a basis for rational prediction rests ultimately upon his realism, which embodies a version of a principle of uniformity of nature. If this suggestion is correct, we can still legitimately wonder whether Popper's epistemology is as far from traditional inductivism as he would have us believe.
To conclude this discussion, I should like to recall the point of my opening anecdote. It seems to me incorrect to suppose that the only concern of theoretical science is to make bold explanatory conjectures which can be tested and criticised. It is a mistake, I believe, to suppose that all prediction, This felicitous reformulation was suggested by Abner Shimony (if I did not misunderstand him) in the discussion following my presentation at the Popper Symposium.
aside from that involved in the testing of theories, is confined to contexts in which practical action is at stake. Theoretical science furnishes both explanations and predictions. Some of these predictions have practical consequences and others do not. When, for example, scientists assembled the first man-made atomic pile under the West Stands at the University of Chicago, they had to make a prediction as to whether the nuclear chainreaction they initiated could be controlled, or whether it would spread to surrounding materials and engulf the entire city-and perhaps the whole earth-in a nuclear holocaust. Their predictions had both theoretical and practical interest. Contemporary cosmologists, for another example, would like to explain certain features of our universe in terms of its origin in a 'big bang'; many of them are trying to predict whether it will end in a 'big crunch'. In this case, the predictive question seems motivated by pure intellectual curiosity, quite unattached to concerns regarding practical decision-making. Whether a helium-filled balloon will move forward in the cabin of an airplane when the airplane accelerates, whether a nuclear chain reaction-once initiated-will run out of control, and whether the universe will eventually return to a state of high density are all matters of legitimate scientific concern. In this paper, I have attempted to argue that pure deductivism could not do justice to the problem of rational prediction in contexts of practical decision-making. If we ask whether Popperian deductivism can adequately account for scientific predictions of the more theoretical varieties, then I suspect that we would have to go through all of the preceding arguments once more. The net result would be, I think, that science is inevitably inductive in matters of intellectual curiosity as well as practical prediction. It may be possible to excise all inductive ingredients from science, but if the operation were successful, the patient (science), deprived of all predictive import, would die.
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